
IMDb HELPS AUDIENCES IN INDIA DISCOVER AND DECIDE WHAT TO WATCH 
BY PROVIDING FAN RATINGS AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT DATA 

FOR PATCHWALL 4 FOR Mi SMART TVS 
 

Mi India, India’s #1 Smart TV Brand, Licenses Authoritative Data and Customer Ratings from IMDb  
 
LOS ANGELES, CA — (August 26, 2021) — IMDb (www.imdb.com), the world’s most popular and 
authoritative source for information on movies, TV shows and celebrities, today announced a new 
collaboration with Mi India, India’s #1 smart TV brand, that will integrate IMDb fan ratings and other 
entertainment data on more than 30 streaming services available on PatchWall 4. PatchWall is a TV user 
interface for content discovery and streaming and is available exclusively on Mi and Redmi smart TVs.  
 
Mi India’s licensing of information from the IMDb database of hundreds of millions of searchable items 
will accelerate the role IMDb plays in helping audiences in India discover and decide what to watch.  
Fans all over the world rate movies and shows on IMDb’s 1-to-10 scale, and there are over one billion 
user ratings available. Collections of top IMDb fan-rated titles themed around genres, actors, filmmakers 
and more will be featured on the PatchWall homepage. With just one click from the movie or show page 
on PatchWall, users can access information from the IMDb database, including episode listings, images, 
detailed descriptions, year of release, genre and more.  
 
“IMDb is committed to making it easy and fun for entertainment fans around the world to discover and 
decide what to watch,” said Col Needham, Founder and CEO of IMDb. “Our new collaboration with Mi 
India extends our reach to customers of India’s #1 smart TV brand, providing them with IMDb fan ratings 
and other authoritative data to help them make viewing decisions. IMDb and Mi India share a 
commitment to bringing a personalized cinematic experience into homes, and we look forward to 
continuing our collaboration.” 
 
“Mi TVs have revolutionized the smart TV landscape globally,” said Mr. Eshwar Nilakantan, Category 
Lead – Mi TVs, Mi India. “Having sold millions of TVs in India, we are committed to ensuring customers 
have the power to choose what they wish to watch through Patchwall. Patchwall is the most 
comprehensive TV user interface for content discovery and streaming. Over the years we have focused 
on building new features and adding more content partners to enhance the TV viewing experience and 
make it more intuitive for millions of our users. Offering more customization, we are excited to 
announce that Xiaomi is collaborating with IMDb to further help audiences decide what to watch. We 
are excited to add information from the IMDb database of information on films, shows and streaming 
content to help our Mi TV & Redmi TV users in the journey of content discovery.” 
 
“With so much content to choose from and so many places to view it, entertainment fans spend a lot of 
time navigating the vast streaming universe, trying to decide what to watch across multiple service 
providers,” said Yaminie Patodia, Head of India, IMDb. “Collaborating with Mi India will leverage trusted 
data from IMDb, including customer ratings from our passionate community, to help fans make faster 
and more satisfying watch decisions.” 
 
“Our information on Indian titles, performers and creators has grown dramatically in the past few years, 
and major businesses across the globe increasingly rely on this and other IMDb data to power their 
services,” said Brian Carver, Head of Data Licensing for IMDb. “As the premier source of global 

http://www.imdb.com/


entertainment content, we are pleased that Mi India chose to license and integrate information from 
the IMDb database to enhance the viewing experience for their customers.”  
 
Mi India’s licensing of IMDb information is fulfilled through AWS Data Exchange, a service that makes it 
easy for millions of Amazon Web Services (AWS) customers to securely find, subscribe to and use third-
party data in the cloud. Essential metadata for every movie, TV and OTT series and video game title is 
available for licensing through IMDb via AWS Data Exchange. Major businesses worldwide rely on the 
vast and authoritative IMDb database to improve their own customers’ experience, power investment 
decisions, shape sentiment analysis, inform content acquisition strategies and much more. Learn more 
at developer.imdb.com. 
 
About IMDb 
With hundreds of millions of searchable data items — including 8 million movie, TV and entertainment 
titles, 11 million cast and crew members and 12 million images — IMDb is the world’s most popular and 
authoritative source for information on movies, TV shows and celebrities, and has a combined web and 
mobile audience of more than 200 million monthly visitors. The IMDb database is continually growing, 
thanks to a vast contributor community of entertainment professionals and companies, IMDb staff, 
individual contributors and other trusted sources. IMDb provides entertainment-related information for 
Amazon Fire TV streaming devices and smart TVs, and services including Alexa, Amazon’s cloud-based 
voice service available on hundreds of millions of devices from Amazon and third-party device 
manufacturers, and X-Ray on Prime Video, an exclusive feature that gives instant access to cast, 
characters, music, trivia, photos, videos and other bonus materials as part of the viewing experience. 
IMDb licenses information from its vast and authoritative database to third-party businesses, including 
film studios, television networks, streaming services and cable companies, as well as airlines, electronics 
manufacturers, non-profit organizations and software developers. Learn more at developer.imdb.com. 
Other IMDb products and services include: the IMDb website for desktop and mobile devices; apps for 
iOS and Android; a free streaming channel, IMDb TV; and IMDb original video series and podcasts. For 
entertainment industry professionals, IMDb provides IMDbPro and Box Office Mojo. IMDb is an Amazon 
company. For more information, visit imdb.com/press and follow @IMDb. 
 
About Xiaomi  
Xiaomi Corporation was founded in April 2010 and listed on the Main Board of the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange on July 9, 2018 (1810.HK). Xiaomi is a consumer electronics and smart manufacturing 
company with smartphones, smart hardware and Internet of Things (IoT) platform at its core. With an 
equal emphasis on innovation and quality, Xiaomi continuously pursues high-quality user experience 
and operational efficiency. The company relentlessly builds amazing products with honest prices to let 
everyone in the world enjoy a better life through innovative technology. As of the second quarter of 
2021, Xiaomi is the No.2 smartphone brand in the global smartphone market. The company has also 
established the world’s leading consumer AIoT (AI+IoT) platform, with over 351.1 million smart devices 
connected to its platform, excluding smartphones and laptops. Xiaomi products are present in more 
than 100 countries and regions around the world. In August 2021, the company made the Fortune 
Global 500 list for the third time, ranking 338th, up 84 places compared to 2020. Xiaomi is a constituent 
of the Hang Seng Index, Hang Seng China Enterprises Index, Hang Seng TECH Index and Hang Seng China 
50 Index. 
Xiaomi India is the number 1 smartphone player since Q3 2017 IDC Quarterly Mobile Phone Tracker 
report. 
Xiaomi India is the number 1 Smart TV brand since Q2 2018 IDC Worldwide Quarterly Tracker. 
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For more information about the company, please visit https://blog.mi.com/en/. 
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